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MESSAGE FROM ATA’S PRESIDENT
The year 2021 tested our resilience, both here in the U.S. and with our Andean friends. It was full of hardship, 
but it also opened doorways to new opportunities—ones that were deeply supported by our donors. 
In January, we launched bi-monthly Andean Textile Talks. In February, we started engaging in robust 
conversations during our bi-monthly Andean Book Club. Our spring (matching grant) fundraiser continued 
the second year of COVID-relief support for the ten weaving communities of the Center for Traditional 
Textiles of Cusco (CTTC) by providing basic food staples, seeds, and weaving necessities. Our ATA 
community supported our fall auction as well, not only acquiring exquisite textiles, but also helping pay for 
transport so weavers and their families could get COVID vaccines or medicines. Auction participants also 
donated to purchase cochineal for the weavers’ dyeing and phone cards for the weavers’ children to continue 
remote learning. 
During the year, even when the CTTC weavers had limited contact outside their villages, they deepened their 
knowledge of the revitalization of doubleweave and looping. They also started on the recovery of a process that 
combined two ancient textile techniques, ticlla and watay, resulting in skillfully woven fabric of multi-colored 
tie-dyed-cloth sections. 
One of the most transformative, long-term plans was finally tackled—the redesign of the CTTC cultural 
center on Avenida Sol in Cusco. During the many months of construction, new displays for textiles and 
information areas were built, better lighting added, and changes made to the weaving and demonstration areas 
to highlight the weavers and their work. All of this in preparation for the return of tourism. 
We also sponsored a grant that provided fiber arts skill-building workshops for rural weavers from the Club de 
Artesanas in Huancarani, Bolivia. The training will help participating weavers—impacted by the loss of the 
international tourism market—to earn an income from local textile sales. 
Certainly in 2022, our goal is to increase our online programs and cultural experiences. Meanwhile, we are 
working with our Andean partners to plan future tours to the Peruvian and Bolivian communities, and to 
ensure the weavers are safe when we visit their villages. 
In 2021, our ATA community ardently supported our ATA grants and fundraisers. We, and the weavers, 
extend deep gratitude to all of our supporters.  
Marilyn Murphy 
ATA President

OUR MISSION
Supporting the people of the Andes in their efforts to preserve and 

revitalize their textile traditions.

OUR CORE VALUES
We believe that the textile traditions of the Andes are vital in sustaining 
the communities and cultures of the Andean people and that they are a 
precious part of our shared human heritage. We commit to supporting 
Andean artisans as they preserve, recover, and honor the living textile 
traditions of their ancestors while adapting to a changing world, and 
we commit to helping bring the beautiful Andean textiles, traditions, 
and people to the attention of the world.

◆  We commit to supporting projects that give Andean peoples the
education and resources that they need to keep their textile heritage
alive and growing into the future.

◆  We commit to ongoing public education to increase awareness
about the Andean weaving communities and their textile traditions.

◆  We commit to expanding the base of cross-border financial and
community support for their endeavors.
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2021 RESULTS

54
*The remaining 10.8% goes primarily to basic nonprofit administrative costs.

Total Donations - $105.1 Thousand

Annual Increase in Donations - 42.2%

Percent of Expenses Going 
to Programs* - 89.2%

Center for Traditional Textiles of Cusco (CTTC) in Peru - 10

FUNDING BREAKDOWN 

2021 RESULTS

COVID Response - 36%

Education - 19%

Community Development - 38%

General - 7%

NUMBER OF ANDEAN WEAVERS IMPACTED - 
Peru - 281 Adults, 146 Youth** Bolivia - 32 Adults, 13 Youth

Club de Artesanas in Bolivia - 1

Total Number of Grants Funded - 11

** In addition to the 146 youth participating in the CTTC Young Weavers program, adult weavers’ children also have benefitted with phone cards for online learning, food, 
and other necessities.

Grant Recipients



REVITALIZING ANCIENT TEXTILE TRADITIONS
Even before the Incas, the early Nazca and Wari peoples of Peru were known for their extraordinary, often complex 
textiles. In 2021, an ATA donor-supported grant assisted the Peruvian weaving communities of Pitumarca and Sallac 
in the continued revitalization of two ancient techniques—ticlla and watay—practiced by their Nazca and Wari 
ancestors. 

Throughout the year, these two weaving communities experimented with different ticlla (discontinuous warp or weft) 
and watay (tie-dye) techniques—resulting in amazing textiles that combined both processes. Weavers carefully wove 
cloth using a discontinuous warp and sometimes weft, then disassembled, tie-dyed, and reassembled the material to 
create beautiful tradition-inspired pieces.

Weavers in both communities, also experimented with different sizes, types, and color combinations of the textiles—
some of them replicas of Wari and Nazca pre-Columbian styles discovered in archeological excavations. All of their 
findings are now being shared between the two communities to further advance—not just recover—ticlla and watay 
methods. This project will expand to other weaving communities in 2022.

In addition to the emphasis on ticlla and watay, Peruvian highland weaving communities, in general, continued their 
study and recovery of ancestral cross-stitch looping and doubleweave techniques.

ATA donor contributions paid for yarn, dyes, samples, transportation, video and photographic documentation, and 
coordination services needed during the study, experimentation, and final production of revitalized textiles. The 
finished products also were made available for sale—providing a vital source of income to the weavers.
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In the Quechua language, watay means “to tie.” Andean weavers use 
two types of traditional watay methods: tie-dyed warp (also called ikat) 
and tie-dyed cloth (often referred to as shibori in other cultures).  
In 2021, weavers experimented with the latter by tie-dyeing cloth they 
had woven using ticlla techniques (discontinuous warp or weft).

Wari Textile from Amano Museum, Lima, Peru. Photo Andrew Holman.
CTTC director Nilda Callañaupa (third from left) with Pitumarca weavers showing their recent 
work that combines ticlla and watay techniques.



DOCUMENTING A TEXTILE CULTURE FOR FUTURE GENERATIONS 

Rediscovering centuries-old textile traditions is only part of the revitalization efforts that ATA donors support. The 
other part is preserving those recovered traditions for generations to come.

Over the years, many weavers, along with staff from the Center for Traditional Textiles of Cusco, have gathered 
information and physical examples of traditional weaving patterns they have brought back to life. But for many 
reasons, particularly lack of budget, it has been challenging to move from a paper-based, physical archive of 
patterns to safer, easier-to-access digital documentation. That changed in 2021 when—with the assistance of ATA 
donor dollars—the weavers completed their first digital community design catalog!

The catalog currently contains 1,164 designs from all ten CTTC-supported weaving communities. Hours of work 
went into cataloging and digitizing descriptions, photographs, and, whenever possible, video testimonials and oral 
histories for every pattern. Many new patterns were also added during the process. The result is a comprehensive, 
growing digital database of nearly forgotten weaving designs—now a long-lasting treasure of Andean textile 
knowledge.

DONOR DOLLARS AT WORK

“From the bottom of my heart, thank 
you for your generous financial 
support. Your contributions have 
allowed us to develop programs for 
the ten weaving communities even 
through the restrictions of COVID-19. 
We’ve improved the image of our 
center to highlight the weavers, and 
we’ve renovated our (textile) gallery 
to educate visitors and promote the 
weavers’ textiles.” 
— Nilda Callañaupa, CTTC Director
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CONSTRUCTING THE WEAVERS’ STORY 

Over the years, thousands of people have visited the CTTC’s two locations in Cusco and Chinchero, Peru to learn 
more about the center’s textile revitalization efforts and to buy the weavers’ handwork. Since the pandemic, 
however, that flood of visitors has slowed to a trickle. While the lack of tourism has been difficult, the center took 
advantage of empty hallways in 2021 to do major building renovations designed to highlight the weavers and 
their extraordinary work. 

In August 2021, the CTTC reopened the first floor of its renovated Cusco store and exhibition areas, giving visitors 
a more informative, updated view into how local weavers are reclaiming their traditional designs and practices. 
The construction improvements were made possible by generous ATA donations.

Improvements were also started on the Chinchero store and multi-use area. Once the work is completed, sometime 
in 2022, the store will showcase textiles from all ten CTTC-supported weaving communities, and the multi-use room 
will be a primary gathering place for the weavers and CTTC staff.

Overall, the renovations will provide the appropriate space to display the region’s beautiful, culturally rich textiles 
and to tell the story of the amazing artisans who created them.
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CONTINUED COVID RELIEF   

Despite our hopes that 2021 would put COVID behind us, the virus remained a threat, particularly in the 
highlands of Peru. Our donors, once again, recognized the additional need among the weaving communities 
there and came through with their kind support.

ATA funds were used to buy what the weavers said they needed most: vegetable seeds for planting, sugar, rice, 
oats, and high-quality yarns and dyes to help them continue their income-producing weaving. 

The funds also paid for transportation for anyone needing a COVID vaccination. In addition, ATA donations 
provided soap, disinfectants, masks, and medicines—much-needed items that were especially useful to the 
weavers during the Omicron surge in their villages. 

The weavers’ school-age children were also on our minds as we learned that much of their education remained 
online—a challenge for many students whose remote villages don’t have Internet access. For the second year 
in a row, participants in our summer auction stepped up to help by donating money to purchase pre-paid phone 
cards. Overall, 269 students were able to use these cards to continue their studies online using their parent’s 
cell phones!

Of course, it was the CTTC staff in Peru who coordinated COVID relief efforts for the weavers and their families 
and who kept textile revitalization programs running. Unfortunately, the continued pandemic has impacted the 
ability for CTTC to pay their staff’s full salaries. For the second year, ATA donors provided the necessary funds to 
help keep the CTTC staff on the job and working with weaving communities.
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Weavers from Pitumarca (shown here) and other Andean villages met COVID challenges with perseverance.



At the start of 2021, we launched two online educational programs, giving our ATA community a chance to 
experience the people, history, and culture of the Andes, all from the comforts of their home. Our popular 
Andean Textile Talks drew hundreds of participants as we shared the unique beauty and practices of one of 
the world’s oldest textile cultures. And our more intimate (limited to 20 people per discussion) Andean Book 
Club delved into such fascinating fiction and non-fiction as Death in the Andes, A Perfect Red, and Turn Right 
at Machu Picchu. Both virtual programs were such a success we are continuing them into 2022. 

We also introduced an online video presentation for fiber guilds and other groups. “Textile Traditions of the 
Peruvian Highlands” features Andean weavers, dyers, knitters, and spinners as they work to preserve and 
revitalize their traditional textile arts—including some techniques dating back to before the Incas.

Naturally, just touching a handwoven or knitted Andean textile is like reaching back through hundreds 
of years of history. For those interested in owning a piece of Andean artistry, our second annual online 
auction offered a fun chance to bid on an array of exquisitely hand-crafted Andean textiles—including some 
collectibles. In addition to taking home bags, scarves, ponchos and more, auction participants could make 
donations to purchase items the weavers specifically requested, such as cochineal for dyeing and phone 
cards for online schooling.

Finally, we ventured into the world of podcasts by coordinating an interview between CTTC director Nilda 
Callañaupa and Long Thread Media, publishers of Handwoven and Spin Off magazines. Speaking from her 
home in Cusco, Nilda talked about how Andean weavers are using their traditional textile skills to meet the 
difficulties of today and how textile lovers worldwide can have a relationship with the weaving communities 
of Peru. 

In short, 2021 was a year to think differently about how we reach out to our ATA community—and we are 
much stronger for it.
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BRINGING THE ANDES TO YOU

We can’t always visit the Andes. That 
became a painful reality for many of us 
when continued COVID safety concerns 
halted our ATA textile tours for yet another 
year. So, after some brainstorming, we 
decided to do the next best thing—bring 
the Andes to you! 
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The textiles these two young weavers create are practical as well as beautiful. But, like many things in the harsh 
conditions of Peru’s highlands, weaving does not come without its challenges. “For me, it is difficult to find wool, 
because not all of us have animals,” explains Nery. And, as Lourdes points out, buying the wool is often hard 
because of the cost.

According to Nery, young weavers like Lourdes and herself need more weaving materials like wool. This is where 
the Center for Traditional Textiles of Cusco (CTTC), with support from ATA donations, comes in. The CTTC provides 
the young weavers with weaving material and tools, such as kaullas (weaving swords) and rukis (sharpened llama or 
alpaca bone used to beat weft threads into place). 

The center also teaches them new techniques and helps them promote and sell their work. “At the end of the month, 
we bring what we made to the center (CTTC) and they buy our weavings,” Nery explains. “With the money, we help 
our parents and use it for our studies.”

Learning, whether related to weaving or their schoolwork, is important to both young women. They see their 
community’s grandmothers, even with failing eyesight and aching backs, continue to weave to support their children. 
“Now the children of the weavers are entering higher educational institutions so they can be better off than their 
parents,” says Lourdes.

Looking to the future, the young women say that their culture is progressing, particularly in the raising of livestock 
and the resurgence of their native Quechua language. “Knowing how to speak Quechua helps us to sell and 
communicate our prices among other Quechua speakers,” explains Nery. Both know how to speak Quechua as well 
as Spanish, but they’d also like to learn English.

As their culture continues to progress, Lourdes and Nery believe weaving will remain an important part of it. “All that 
we do brings weaving forward,” says Lourdes. “Weaving has been known since ancient times, our ancestors did it. 
We are going to teach our children so that weaving does not disappear. Weaving will grow larger and larger.”

As we, at ATA, look to the future, we recognize that youth are the key to preserving weaving traditions and are 
exploring and planning for extensive programming opportunities, including school-year internships.
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AN UNBROKEN THREAD: YOUNG WEAVERS CARRY ON VALUED TRADITIONS 
The CTTC’s Young Weavers program brings children and youth in the Andean weaving communities together to 
study traditional textile art techniques. As the program’s primary ongoing sponsor, ATA provides funds for a program 
coordinator, materials, and travel costs to museums and gatherings. Two young women, Lourdes Sullca Gutieerez and 
Nery Condori Layme, are part of the Young Weavers program. Here is their story. 

Lourdes Sullca Gutieerez and Nery Condori Layme are young weavers from Accha Alta, a Peruvian village high in the 
Andes Mountains. Nestled on a steep slope close to the ruins of an ancient Incan granary, the village is the home of the 
Munay Pallay Awaqkuna Weavers, an association of which Lourdes and Nery are members.

For Lourdes and Nery, weaving is a natural part of their lives. It is a way to honor and pass on the wisdom of their 
grandparents and the ancestors before them. “I feel proud,” says Nery about her weaving. “I want to learn more to pass 
on to other generations.”

Lourdes agrees. She enjoys weaving and her passion is apparent as she points out the lliclla (shoulder cloth) she is 
wearing. It is one of her favorite items to make. Nery likes to weave shoulder cloths as well, but mostly scarves. “They 
take more time and I use them to relax,” she explains. 

Many of the patterns learned and now used by the two young weavers have origins that date back centuries. That important 
cultural history also applies to the traditional clothing and household items they produce. Nery typically weaves ponchos, 
cushions, and sacks used to carry potatoes and other food. Lourdes weaves belts, sashes, blankets, and cushions.
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Photo: Like Lourdes and Nery, other young weavers from Accha Alta take pride in their textile heritage.
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Accha Alta

Acopia

Chahuaytire

Chinchero

Huacatinco Mahuaypampa Patabamba

Pitumarca Sallac Santo Tomas
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WEAVING COMMUNITIES
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OUR VOLUNTEERS 
ATA is run 100 percent by volunteers who value the rich history and importance of 
indigenous textiles, and who bring experience in key fields such as strategic planning, 
operational management, fundraising, and education. This experience has allowed us to 
pivot under continually changing situations in order to respond quickly to the needs of the 
weavers we support.

HOW YOU CAN HELP
VOLUNTEER – As we continually evolve, we are always looking for individuals with the 
skills to keep us operating efficiently and communicating regularly with our ATA community. 
Currently, we are looking for volunteers with experience in web design, digital marketing, 
video production and editing, and donor and volunteer development. If you are interested 
in volunteering, send us an email at info@andeantextilearts.org.

INTRODUCE US – Do you have contacts who could be potential ATA funding sources or 
partners? We’d love to hear from you. Just contact us at info@andeantextilearts.org.

SHARE ATA NEWS – Join us on Facebook, Instagram, and LinkedIn and spread the word 
about ATA through your social media, guilds, family, and friends. 

HOST AN ATA EVENT – We offer several online and on-site presentation options for groups 
interested in learning more about Andean textiles arts. If you’d like to host a presentation, 
contact us at programs@andeantextilearts.org.

GIVE – One of the most important ways you can help is to donate. With your support, we 
can supply the education and resources the Andean people need to reclaim their textile 
heritage and build better lives for themselves and their families. Please consider making a 
gift through our online site or by mail.

“ATA is such a nurturing 
organization to the people 
who we support in the 
Andes. Nobody at ATA 
is trying to dictate how 
things should be done. 
We offer support, make 
suggestions, and raise 
money to help out.” 

— Cindy Weinstein,  
ATA Volunteer, Graphic 

Designer, and Owner of  
Wild Moon Fiber Arts.
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DONOR JEAN CLEAVINGER

Walking on Navajo rugs and warming herself with Mexican serapes used 
as throws in both her parents’ and her grandparents’ homes stirred Jean 
Cleavinger’s interest in textiles early on. As a child, she learned single crochet 
and cardboard weaving from her mother.

That love of textiles followed her into adulthood, when she decided to expand 
her weaving skills after moving to Colorado. Her nearby weaving shop soon 
became her second home, where she learned to weave and spin. She was soon 
on to an 8-harness loom, an inkle loom, and card weaving. Through a program 
started by popular weaving author Deborah Chandler, she taught crochet to 
women in the Boulder County Jail for fifteen years.

Jean was introduced to Andean textiles in 2004 when she was assigned to 
help CTTC director Nilda Callañaupa at the Denver Convergence weaving 
conference. Later Jean attended the CTTC’s first Tinkuy international textile 
conference in 2010 and remembers, “It was one of the most wonderful things I 
have ever been to—the geology, the architecture, interacting with communities of 
weavers!”

Through her early donations, Jean helped make possible the participation of 
Barbara Teller Ornelas, a fifth-generation master Navajo weaver, at the 2013 
Tinkuy conference. Since then, she has continued to be a generous ATA donor 
and supporter of Andean textile arts. Thanks to her assistance, and the support 
of so many others like her, Andean weavers are advancing the textile traditions 
of their ancestors and creating a culturally significant and sustainable lifestyle for 
the future.
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Marilyn Murphy - President
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ADVISORY BOARD

Wade Davis
Professor of Anthropology and the B.C. Leadership Chair in Cultures and Ecosystems at Risk at the University of British Columbia

Mary Frame 
Art Historian, Author, and Scholar of Pre-Columbian Textiles
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Many thanks to CTTC for their generosity with photo support.
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